ADDITION CLARIFICATION OF “LINE OF PLAY”
2019 Rule number 10.2
In search of finding more clarification on Rule 10.2 regarding Line of Play I asked our expert
Peggy Brewer, our pro and other players on how they interpret the definition. I got multiple
answers so I went to the WGANC rules guru Lynne Gangi.
The simple rule of thumb is if it is public knowledge (i.e. Posted online on how to play the hole
or in a book etc. ) you can give the same advice.
Since LOP does not have a book or anything posted online we need to be careful on what we
say.
EXAMPLES:
Hole #2 - Hit towards the right of green towards hill. (This is NOT ok)
Hole #3 – It doglegs to the left at the top of the hill. There is out of bounds on the right and
a hill on the left. (This is ok)
Hole #4 – It doglegs right and the big oak is the center of the dogleg. (This is ok)
It doglegs right and the big oak is the center of the dogleg, but you want to hit
towards the 3rd pine tree. (This is NOT ok, because you have now told them how
to play the hole)
Hole #5 – There is a slight dogleg to the left on top of the hill. (This is ok)
There is a bunker on the front-left of green. (This is ok)
Use your 5 wood because the hole plays longer. (This is NOT ok)
Hole #11-Hit towards the oak tree and it doglegs right. (This is NOT ok)
The oak tree is the center of the fairway where it doglegs right. (This is ok)
After the dogleg it is downhill to the green. (This is ok)
Hole #12-There is a second creekbed about 15 yards from the green. (This is ok)
Hole #14- There is a two-tier green. (This is ok)
The green slopes back to front so don’t land your ball behind the flag. (This is
NOT ok)
Hole #18- This doglegs left. (This is ok)
So my understand of this rule is best represented by hole #4. The public information is that
the oak tree is in the center of the fairway and represent the center of the dogleg. The private
information (or course knowledge)is line up to the 3 rd pine tree.
After reading several articles I have concluded it is best not to give any advice unless you are
absolutely sure it it not in violation of rule 10.2.
I have attached Brent Kelley’s interpretation of the rule for further information.
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by Brent Kelley
We all know what "advice" means in a general sense: Golfers offering one another information
during a round. The reason golf requires a more specific definition of "advice" is that certain
types of it are allowed, and other types not allowed, under the rules.
Rule 10 covers the topic of advice in golf. But the Definitions section of the rulebook is the
place to start.
The Official, Rule Book Definition of 'Advice'
The USGA and R&A are the governing bodies of golf, and in the Rules of Golf they define
"advice," in a golf rules context, this way (quoted directly from the full rules of golf edition):
"Any verbal comment or action (such as showing what club was just used to make a stroke)
that is intended to influence a player in:
Choosing a club,
Making a stroke, or
Deciding how to play during a hole or round.
"But advice does not include public information, such as:
The location of things on the course such as the hole, the putting green, the fairway, penalty
areas, bunkers, or another player’s ball,
The distance from one point to another, or
The Rules."
Rule 10-2, titled "Advice and Other Help," specifically deals with when offering or receiving
advice is permitted during a round of golf played under the rules, and what the penalties are
when the rules about advice are not followed. Golfers with questions about advice should
thoroughly read Rule 10-2, and also the Interpretations of Rule 10-2, which include further
information.
Examples of Advice That Is Permitted
When it comes to advice and the Rules of Golf, a good rule of thumb is this: Do not offer or
seek advice during a round of golf played under the Official Rules unless you are sure what
you are doing is allowed.
Which brings up the question: What's allowed? What kind of advice is it OK for golfers to
exchange during a round?
First, note that a golfer is always allowed to seek advice from his caddie, his partner and his
partner's caddie. ("Partner," in this use, does not mean another golfer you happen to be

playing with; it refers to a competition partner, as in your partner in a fourball or foursomes.)
Also, you are always allowed to offer advice to a partner.

"Matters of public information" means that, for example, asking about the position of bunkers,
or whether there's an unseen penalty area ahead, or what the line of play is on a blind shot,
are OK.
It is OK to offer or seek advice about positions of hazards, or where the flagstick is positioned
on the green.
It is OK to offer or seek advice about the Rules of Golf.
It is OK to indicate the line of play so long as no person or thing is placed in a position to do so
during the stroke.
For a golf ball on the putting green, a partner or caddie can indicate the line of putt, so long as
no person or object is placed to do so during the stroke, and so long as the caddie is not
standing directly behind the golfer when the golfer takes her stance.
You can ask anyone about the distance between two objects, such as between your ball and
the hole, or from the teeing area to a penalty area. This falls under the "public information"
clause in the definition above.
It is OK for golfers to exchange info about clubs used on previous holes, or on previous
strokes. You can also seek advice on club selection from a golfer who has already finished his
round.
It is OK to look into another golfer's bag to see what club they used before playing your stroke
so long as that golfer's clubs are openly visible.
Examples of Advice That Is Not Allowed
Giving advice about the swing, stance or anything else that can be considered "golf tips" or
golf instruction to an opponent or fellow-competitor is a violation.
Likewise, asking another golfer to advise you about your swing or offer other golf instruction
topics during a round is not allowed.
You cannot ask a golfer what club she used before you've played your stroke.
While you can ask about yardages, you cannot ask for advice on which club to use for that
shot. OK: "How far is it from my ball to the back of the green?" Not OK: "Do you think I should
use a 9-iron or pitching wedge for this shot?"
You cannot intentionally mislead an opponent or fellow-competitor about what club you just
used, e.g., saying, in a manner meant to be overheard, "That was a 5-iron" when you actually
played a different club.
You cannot check a golfer's bag seeking information about club selection if a physical act —
say, moving a towel out of the way — is required to see the other golfer's clubs.
Penalties for Breaching the Rules on Advice
In match play, a breach of Rule 10-2 results in loss of hole; in stroke play, a penalty of two
strokes.

